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ton lé
clothes as unique as the people who make them

conscious

tonlé’s unwavering commitment to the environment can be seen in every aspect of production, particularly in our inno-
vative zero-waste design process. Like a chef sourcing local fruits and vegetables for a seasonal meal, our design team 
FDQ�EH�IRXQG�FRPELQJ�WKURXJK�OLWHUDO�WRQV�RI�IDEULF�FDVW�DVLGH�E\�ODUJH�PDQXIDFWXUHUV�WR�ÀQG�WKH�KLJKHVW�TXDOLW\�UHPQDQW�
fabrics. Our designers work side by side with our production team to create collections that incorporate even the smallest 

scraps of our own waste.  We’re proud to say that our entire production leaves 0% waste. 

connected

WRQOp�HPSOR\HHV�HDUQ�ZHOO�DERYH�WKH�ORFDO�PLQLPXP�ZDJH��DQG�DUH�SURYLGHG�ZLWK�EHQHÀWV�DQG�H[WHQVLYH�WUDLQLQJ���:H�
take job creation a step further by offering career opportunities to employees, where entry-level makers can move up to 

managerial roles. Instead of a traditional assembly line model, our workshops are set up with team structures, where team 
members can improve their skills and contribute more creatively.  We aim to foster an environment where our employees 
HQMR\�ZRUNLQJ��IHHO�FRQÀGHQW�WR�UHEXLOG�WKHLU�OLYHV��DQG�FDQ�H[SUHVV�WKHPVHOYHV�IUHHO\��,Q�D�FRQVWDQWO\�VKULQNLQJ�ZRUOG��

we believe everyone is connected, and that you need the people who make your clothes just as much as they 
need you.

unique

We’ve thrown the assembly line model to the wayside, and quite frankly, we’re happy with the results. The nature of our 
sourcing and hand made production yields one of-a-kind, high quality pieces. Our clothes tell a story inspired by the 
EHDXW\�RI�&DPERGLD�WKURXJK�IDEULF�FRORUV��WH[WXUHV�DQG�LQWULFDWH�VFUHHQ�SULQWHG�GHVLJQV��WRQOp·V�DUWLVWLF�LQJHQXLW\�LV�DW-
tributed to the talents of lead designer and founder Rachel Faller. The design team blends unique combinations of 
PDWHULDOV�DQG�WH[WXUHV�WR�PDNH�SLHFHV�WKDW�DUH�QRW�RQO\�ÁDWWHULQJ�DQG�ZHOO�PDGH��EXW�LQWULJXLQJO\�EHDXWLIXO�

zero-waste, fair fashion

from Cambodia
takeo top -�7ZR�WRQHG�ER[\�WRS�ZLWK�FDSSHG�VOHHYHV�PDGH�IURP�ORFDOO\�
handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants.
seyla skirt - hand printed four-panel a-line skirt with an 
elastic waistband. Made from recycled cotton jersey. 
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handwoven, naturally dyed cotton fabric 
from Takeo Province interspersed with strips 
of remnant cotton jersey.

takeo dress - WZR�WRQHG�ER[\�GUHVV�ZLWK�GUDZVWULQJ�
rope waist and capped sleeves made from locally 
handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants. 

handwoven fabric
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dragonfly maxi dress - UHPQDQW�FRWWRQ�UDFHUEDFN�PD[L�GUHVV�ZLWK�
reversed stitching patchwork detailing.
dara tote - fabric tote made from locally handwoven cotton and jersey yarn 
remnants with vegan leather handle, interior pocket, and top close zipper. 
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keang top - relaxed fit, boxy top with hand printed design
takeo skirt - two-toned pleated skirt with an elastic waist made 
from locally handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants. 
takeo top - two-toned boxy top with capped sleeves made from 
locally handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants. 

hand printed

distinctive designs are hand screen printed with 
eco-friendly, water based ink and natural dyes
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vanna wrap dress - adjustable wrap dress made with remnant cotton jersey with reversed stitching details and a rope tie. 
dara clutch - fabric clutch made from locally handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants with vegan leather handle and ceramic bead.

sina t-shirt dress - hand printed t-shirt dress with capped sleeves, made from recycled cotton jersey. 
karey scarf - handwoven square gauze scarf with remnant fabric fringe. 
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one-of-a-kind, slowly made pieces

unique as the people who make them
dara clutch - fabric clutch made from locally handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants with vegan leather handle and ceramic bead.

printed infinity scarf - GRXEOH�VLGHG��KDQG�SULQWHG�LQÀQLW\�VFDUI�ZLWK�WZR�OLJKWZHLJKW�UHPQDQW�MHUVH\�OD\HUV�
takeo dress - WZR�WRQHG�ER[\�GUHVV�ZLWK�GUDZVWULQJ�URSH�ZDLVW�DQG�FDSSHG�VOHHYHV�PDGH�IURP�ORFDOO\�KDQGZRYHQ�FRWWRQ�DQG�MHUVH\�\DUQ�UHPQDQWV��

takeo top - WZR�WRQHG�ER[\�WRS�ZLWK�FDSSHG�VOHHYHV�PDGH�IURP�ORFDOO\�KDQGZRYHQ�FRWWRQ�DQG�MHUVH\�\DUQ�UHPQDQWV��
kempot skirt - remnant cotton jersey pencil skirt with pockets and elastic waistband. 
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handwoven pillow - fabric pillow cases made from locally handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants with linen backing and ceramic bead.
handwoven placemat - set of four fabric placemats made from locally handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants with linen backing and ceramic bead.

handwoven coaster - set of four fabric coasters made from locally handwoven cotton and jersey yarn remnants.
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our wholesale model

“Fast Fashion” is quickly becoming an industry norm. With it comes massive waste and societal problems. We face 
a dilemma: how to keep up while trying to maintain principals and be less wasteful. About 90% of our materials 
are recycled with the majority being fabric wasted by garment factories. Each month our design team goes to the 
market to handpick the best fabrics for our collections, and base our production runs on what has been sourced. 
We also design pieces in each collection to use even the smallest pieces of waste in our unique zero-waste process. 

Each run of tonlé products is limited. Collections are seasonally inspired, but each production run differs slightly 
depending on what we have found that month. Buyers can order from what is in stock, making the time frame from 
order placement to shipping much shorter. This also means that what each of our stockists caries may be slightly 
different, while still retaining the look and feel of that season’s collection. It also creates a unique selling point for 

a store.

how to place an order

to submit an order, please request an order form via email to see our most up-to-date stock available. Once an 
order form has been received, we will submit a quotation within the week including shipping. Smaller orders cur-
rently in stock usually ship within 1-2 weeks upon receiving full payment. Larger orders for which stock must be 

produced usually ship within 1 month. 

shipping and taxes

In order to lessen the environmental impact of shipping and the cost for you, we are currently shipping our whole-
sale orders directly from our Cambodian offices. Wholesale prices do not include duties for importing products 
into your country. Upon placing an order, we will give you a shipping quotation based on your location and re-
quirements, which includes the cost of exporting from Cambodia. However, wholesale clients are responsible for 

any customs fees and/or taxes associated with importing the products into their countries, if applicable. 

packaging

We package our wholesale items in remnant fabric bags, separated by styles and colors, and labeled on the outside 
of the bags. The entire shipment is then wrapped in a large recycled plastic bag and placed in boxes to protect the 
items. In an effort to minimize plastic waste, we do not wrap each item in cellophane unless specifically requested 
by the client.

@tonledesign
www.tonledesign.com

TMC306C
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TMC306D TMC306MTMC306F

TMC306B

keang top - TMC306

5HOD[HG�ÀW��ER[\�WRS�ZLWK�
hand printed design.

prints: woodgrain, tree 
rings, lotus, amaryllis
sizes: s, l

TMC306A

TMC305B

vanna wrap dress - 

TMC305

Adjustable wrap dress 
made with remnant cotton 
jersey with reversed 
stitching details and a 
rope tie. 

colors: navy, light grey, slate
sizes: s-l

TMC305A
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TMC305C

lydia trousers - TMC319

/LJKW�ZHLJKW��ORRVH�ÀWWLQJ�
recycled rayon trousers 
with pockets, drawstring 
rope waist and 
ÀWWHG�DQNOHV��

colors: navy, light grey, slate 
sizes: xs-l
 

TMC319A TMC319CTMC319B



TMC304A TMC304B TMC304C
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TMC316B TMC316C TMC316D

TMC317A TMC317B

TMC315A TMC315B

takeo dress - TMC315

7ZR�WRQHG�ER[\�GUHVV�ZLWK�
drawstring rope waist and 
capped sleeves made from 
locally handwoven cotton 
and jersey yarn remnants. 

colors: palm/teal, light 
grey/coral, dark grey/teal, 
grey/black and white
sizes: s-l
 

TMC315C TMC315D
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TMC301ITMC301G TMC301H

TMC301B

sina t-shirt dress -  

TMC301

Hand printed t-shirt dress 
with capped sleeves, made 
from recycled cotton jersey. 

prints: lily pad, 
woodgrain, tree rings
sizes: xs-l
 TMC301A TMC301F

sina t-shirt - TMC304

Hand printed t-shirt with 
capped sleeves, made from 
recycled cotton jersey. 

prints: lily pad
sizes: xs-l

TMC314DTMC314A TMC314B

seyla skirt - TMC314

Hand printed four-panel 
a-line skirt with an 
elastic waistband. Made 
from recycled 
cotton jersey. 

prints: tree rings, 
amaryllis, lily pad
sizes: xs-l

TMC314G

TMC316A

takeo top - TMC316

7ZR�WRQHG�ER[\�WRS�ZLWK�
capped sleeves made from 
locally handwoven cotton 
and jersey yarn remnants. 

colors: palm/teal, light 
grey/coral, dark grey/teal, 
grey/black and white
sizes: s-l

 
takeo skirt - TMC317

Two-toned pleated skirt 
with an elastic waist made 
from locally handwoven 
cotton and jersey yarn 
remnants. 

colors: palm/teal, light 
grey/coral, dark grey/teal 
grey/black and white
sizes: s-l
 

TMC317D
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TMC310A TMC310CTMC301B TMC310D
TMC303A TMC303B TMC303C

TMC308A TMC308C

TMC302BTMC302A TMC302C
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nau dress -  TMC310

Remnant cotton jersey 
handprinted bell shape 
dress with twisted rope 
straps. 

prints: lily pad, tree rings
sizes: s, l

 

nau top -  TMC309

Remnant cotton jersey 
handprinted bell shape top 
with twisted rope straps. 

prints: lily pad, tree rings
sizes: s, l

 
TMC309A TMC309B

striped kaftan - TMC218

%R[\�NDIWDQ�PDGH�IURP�
remnant cotton 
jersey strips. 

colors: cream/grey, 
grey/black
sizes: o/s

TMC218A TMC218D

teya top - TB002

/RRVH�ÀWWLQJ�UHPQDQW�
cotton jersey top with 
ribbed trim.

colors: black, grey
sizes: xs-l
 TMC002-11 TMC002-13

dragonfly top - TMC303

Remnant cotton jersey 
t-shirt with reversed 
stitching detailing and 
capped sleeves. 

colors: navy, light grey, slate
sizes: xs-l

dragonfly dress - 

TMC302

Remnant cotton jersey 
t-shirt dress with 
reversed stitching detailing 
and capped sleeves. 

colors: navy, light grey, slate
sizes: xs-l

dragonfly maxi dress - 

TMC308

Remnant cotton racerback 
PD[L�GUHVV�ZLWK�UHYHUVHG�
stitching patchwork detailing.

colors: navy, slate
sizes: xs-l

kampot skirt - TMC011

Remnant cotton jersey 
pencil skirt with pockets 
and elastic waistband. 

colors: navy, slate
sizes: s-l

TMC011-13TMC011-07
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TMC307A TMC307B

TMC312B TMC312C

TMC022B TMC022D
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loose knit cardigan - 

TMC022

Handwoven cardigan made 
from our recycled jersey 
scrap fabric. Can be worn 
two ways.

colors: cream, black, navy
sizes: s-l

yana jacket - TMC312

6KRUW�VOHHYH�UHPQDQW�ÁHHFH�
jacket with handmade 
ceramic button and double 
stitched detailing. 

colors: navy, cream, black
sizes: xs-l

teya cardigan - TMC307

Remnant cotton jersey 
button up cardigan with 
contrasting trim and  
banded waist.

colors: slate, cream
sizes: xs-l

kiri jacket - TMC019

Remnant denim 3/4 
length sleeve jacket with 
handmade ceramic button.

colors: dark denim
sizes: xs-l
 

TMC019-14

kiri shorts - TMC020

Remnant denim pleated 
shorts with drawstring 
rope tie and pockets.

colors: light denim
sizes: xs-l
 

TMC020-15

karey scarf - TMC327

Handwoven square gauze 
scarf with remnant 
fabric fringe.

colors: grey/coral, grey/
black, grey/black and 
white, palm/teal
 TMC327DTMC327BTMC327A TMC327C

takeo fringe scarf - 

TMC326

Handwoven fringe scarf 
made from remnant cotton 
jersey scrap fabric. 

colors: teal, black, grey TMC326B TMC326C TMC326D

printed infinity scarf - 

TMC320

Double sided, hand 
SULQWHG�LQÀQLW\�VFDUI�ZLWK�
two lightweight remnant 
jersey layers.

prints: lily pad 
colors: grey, navy, cream
 TMC320B TMC320CTMC320A

takeo scarf - TMC028

Locally handwoven 
cotton scarf with 
contrasting jersey yarn 
remnants. Two meters 
in length.

colors: latte, aqua, 
tribal denim
 TMC028A TMC028B TMC028C



TMC321C
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dara tote - TMC324

Fabric tote made from 
locally handwoven cotton 
and jersey yarn remnants 
with vegan leather handle, 
interior pocket, and top 
close zipper. 

colors: pebble, aqua, 
tribal denim TMC324CTMC324A TMC324B
dara clutch - TMC322

Fabric clutch made from 
locally handwoven cotton 
and jersey yarn remnants 
with vegan leather handle 
and ceramic bead.

colors: pebble, aqua, 
tribal denim

TMC322A TMC322B TMC322C

anna tote - TMC325

Handwoven reed tote with 
handprinted remnant 
canvas accents and 
rope handle. 

colors: navy, coral
TMC325A TMC325B

anna clutch - TMC321

Hand printed remnant 
FDQYDV�ÀQLVKHG�ZLWK�D�
vegan leather handle. 

colors: navy, coral
 

TMC321B

printed tote - TMC323

Hand printed remnant 
canvas tote.

colors: navy, coral, cream

TMC323A TMC323B TMC323C
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handwoven pillowcase 

- TH014

Fabric pillow cases made 
from locally handwoven 
cotton and jersey yarn 
remnants with linen 
backing and ceramic bead.

colors: pebble, aqua, 
tribal denim
 

handwoven placemats - 

TH015

Set of four fabric 
placemats made from 
locally handwoven cotton 
and jersey yarn remnants.

colors: pebble, aqua, 
tribal denim
 

handwoven coasters - 

TH016

Set of four fabric coasters 
made from locally 
handwoven cotton and 
jersey yarn remnants.

colors: pebble, aqua, 
tribal denim
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@tonledesign
info@tonledesign.com
www.tonledesign.com
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